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In this paper, we construct the nuclear function space on a topological space X with a measure / such that /(K) c for every
compact subset K of X.
The construction can, of course, be adopted for locally compact
groups with a left or right Haar measure, and so the function spaces
defined in the present paper include those due to Pietsh [1].
For nuclear spaces and the related notions, see [2]. Throughout
this paper we denote by C(X) the space of all continuous functions on
a topological space X.

Let X be a topological space with a measure / such
every compact subset K of X. A subspace N(X) of
for
that/(K)
C(X) is said to have the property (A) if for every compact subset K
there exist a compact subset HK and a positive real number p such
that
sup { (x) x e K} p
(x) d fl(x)
for every e N(X).
Theorem 1. Let X be a topological space with a measure fl such
that z(K) for every compact subset K of X. Let N(X) be a subspace of C(X) with the property (A).
Define the topology of N(X) by the system of seminorms
Definition.
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Proof. e K be a member of and let A be a canonical mapping of N(X) into N(X) / {
II 0}. We denote by H the eomIetion
of the quotient saee N(X) / {
to the quotient
0} wih
norm. hen it is clear hat H is a Hilbert space.
In order to show tha N(X) is a nuclear space, it suees to rove
that for any compact subset K there exists a compact subset T DK
such that the eanonieal maing HrH is of Hilbert-Sehmidt type.
By the assumption, we have the inequality
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su { (z)
for every

e N(X).
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Now let
eN(X).
(,x-(x) or every xeK and every
Then
is a continuous linear orm defined on a dense subspace o Hr.
can be extended continuously to the
The continuous linear orm
whole space Hr. We denote again by the extended continuous linear
iorm. Consequently, we have or every x e K

x

and so
where

I’ denotes the norm o the dual of Hr.

Let {} be a complete orthonormal system o HT and let {5} be the
corresponding elements o N(X). By the Parseval’s equality, we have
g P or every x e g.
](x)]= ](0, }]-I]

’

i=l

i=l

Hence
i=l

i=l

Therefore the canonical mapping HrH is o Hilbert-Schmidt type.
This completes the proof.
In particular, i topological space X is a-compact; then there exists
a sequence {X} of compact subsets of X such that X= Xn and
XnCX+ for all n e N;and consequently N(X) is a (complete) metrizable nuclear space.
The next theorem gives a partial converse o Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. Let X be a a-compact topological space and let {X}
be a sequence of compact subsets of X such that X==X and
XnCX+ for all n e N. Moreover let M(X) be a subspace of C(X) with
the locally convex topology defined by the system of countable norms
lie In--SUp {l(x)l x e Zn}.
space, then there exists a positive Radon menuclear
a
is
M(X)
If
asure on X such that M(X) has the property (A).
Proof. Since M(X) is a nuclear space, or any positive integer n
there exists m > n such that the canonical mapping HH is a nuclear
mapping where H(i= 1, 2, ...) is the completion of the quotient space
M(X)/{;[[[I-O} with respect to the quotient norm. It follows that
we can find a sequence {a} o continuous linear orms on H with
[aI< and a sequence {} in H such that

=

II lIn l

and

(x)--<,a>(x) for every CeH and for all xeXn.
i=l

Each continuous linear form

a

can be extended to continuous
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linear form/ on C(X) with Ila I1’-I1/ I1’ where C(X,) is the normed
sup {I
space of all continuous functions on X with the norm
o
the
norm
o
the
dual
denotes
x e X} and
C(X).
I’
Now we define a positive Radom measure Zx on X by

II--

i=l

Then we have

< E I(, a}l_<_E (11,
I(x)li=l
i=l

or every x e X n.
Hence
sup {I (x)

x e X} <__ | (x) idz(x)

or all

e M(X).

Xm

Let us define a positive Radom measure/ on X by
l(zlg(z-((xl -1
X

Xn

=1

Then we have,

or each

e M(X)

sup {(x) x e X}

p’.[(x)ldz(x)_

where p’=2x(X).
On the other hand, as is well known

I(x)ld(x)

(X)/-/
or all integers p, q such that qp 1.
x

xl(x) d(x)

Thus we have the required inequality

sup { (x); x e X}

p

(x)dz(x).

This completes the proof.
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